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Notes on Identification and Doubling of Consciousness 
AOYAGI, Hi royuki 
Kanan University 
I discussed the concept of identification and doubling of consciousness. 
First, John Padel's contribution is examined. Identification is a prime ego-
function, and is occurring together with object relationship. Dividing the 
field is necessarily associated with it. Then, doubling of consciousness is 
introduced. It means a third position is adopted. And the complexity of mind 
is increased. Second, I discussed identification as defense mechanism. "False 
self(built on compliance basis)" and a person who is easily influenced by 
projective identification are examined. Finally, I discussed primitive 
identification. A specific emotional pressure on analyst, and example of 
projective identification in basic assumption group and narcissistic 
transference are examined. 
Key Words: identification,division of the field, a third position, defensive 
identification, primitive ident if icat ion 
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